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Exposa® at Galgorm Resort & Spa

Durable, aesthetically pleasing and an appealing alternative to
concrete, traditional paving, patios, asphalt and loose gravel.

Hillsborough House

RTU is a market leader and premier supplier to many of Northern Ireland’s leading architects,
construction companies and builders. With a comprehensive product range including concrete,
Exposa® and Ultraflo®, mortar, plaster and floor screed, RTU is the popular choice for the
commercial, residential and self build markets.
Exposa® aggregate concrete offers a durable and

RTU are here to advise and guide you. Our construction

aesthetically appealing alternative to concrete,

knowledge, experience and commitment to first

traditional paving, patios, asphalt and loose gravel.

class customer service, as well as a signature product

This high-performance product delivers a durable

range, will give you peace of mind and make your

and slip-resistant finish ideal for outdoor surfaces such

home or construction project stand out from the crowd.

as driveways, footpaths, promenades, town centres
and pedestrian zones.

THE BENEFITS OF EXPOSA®
Beautiful

Safe

Create a visually striking surface using Exposa .

In addition to providing natural comfort underfoot,

Our wide variety of rich colours and textures will

Exposa® provides a naturally slip-resistant finish with

provide a stunning finish in harmony with the

a continuous surface that reduces trip hazards.

®

surrounding landscape.
Flexible
Durable

Customise your design to create a bold or a subtle

Exposa has a natural aggregate finish with the

effect. Choose from a wide range of different finishes

durability and structural integrity of concrete,

to shape your space - from ultra modern to rustic,

designed to withstand heavy traffic and extreme

Exposa@ is the ideal choice for your project.

®

weather conditions without deterioration.
Practical
Combine an attractive natural surface with the
beauty of a low maintenance finish. The unique
characteristics of Exposa® inhibit the proliferation
of weeds and moss.

Royal Portrush Golf Course

RESIDENTIAL AND
COMMERCIAL
The flexibility of Exposa® allows designers and
architects alike to be as bold or subtle in their design
as required. With a variety of colours and finishes,
Exposa® allows you to shape your space to maximum
effect whether straight, curved or anything in between.
When used together in one project, different colours
of Exposa® work extremely well side-by-side to create
a stunning effect. In addition, other materials such
as cobble or paving stones can be positioned as
movement joints or to form a border, thus adding
even more design options.

Victoria Park

QUALITY
RTU operates a stringent quality control system
which ensures our products comply with the relevant
British and European Standards. Our computerised
plant ensures a consistent quality product with full
traceability with every batch.
We recommend that Exposa® is installed by an RTU
approved installer to ensure quality workmanship
and attention to detail that is required for the
product to have the optimum aesthetic appeal.
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RECENT WORK
The selection of our recent work across residential
and commercial demonstrates Exposa’s® versatility
and popularity. Various styles can be used throughout
one project to complement and contrast each other
or the surrounding environment.

Other materials such as cobble or paving stones
may be positioned as movement joints or to form
a border. This will create a stunning effect when
combined with Exposa®.

Titanic Belfast

Golden Barley 01

Amber Beach 01

Linen White 00

Pavilion Grey 91

Tuscan Pebble 01

Savage Ground 00

Autumn Sunset 31

The Exposa® range comes
in a wide variety of colours
and textures, offering the
designer a multitude of
combinations.

Whether your style is rustic or modern minimalist,
Exposa ® sits well within any environment to
complement the surrounding landscape.

Contact our team and view our range
of Exposa® colours and textures.

Residential Driveway

PREMIER CUSTOMER SERVICE FOR A PREMIER PRODUCT
At RTU, we help to counter the challenges faced by
our customers by offering project-specific solutions
that ensure hassle-free delivery and peace of mind.

A combination of expertise and experience delivers
high-performance, top quality and visually impactful
products supported by expert consultation,
seamless logistics, and excellent customer service.

The RTU sales team is always here to help and advise.

Tel: 028 9085 1441
Cloughfern Avenue, Newtownabbey, BT37 0UZ

info@rtu.co.uk

www.rtu.co.uk
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